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Feedback can be in any format; it should contain important points that came out of the meeting, your 

opinions, any related work that you think overlaps, action points that you might be involved with, any 

areas of concern.  This will be shared with all PCT reps and committee. 

Please email to info@parentcarerstogether.org.uk within 2 weeks of meeting 

 

FEEDBACK & COMMENTS (please use further pages if necessary) 

22 people attended this meeting today  ranging from Councillors Peoples First Forum BCP Leads to many too name 

individually . 

Apologies from Terry Roberts Steve Bear and Louise Middleton PCT. 

Actions from the last meeting had been completed and minutes were agreed. 

Jo O’Connell BCP lead relayed that the Big Plan had recently been updated.Some points had not been started 

including what was happening with Day Opportunities ie Day Centres re-opening etc.Awaiting government updates 

to proceed.Also the set up Support Employment Review for running a business. Alongside the better toilets and 

changing places referred to later in report.There is government funding available for the right support and care 

which is      

Now called Individual Service Fund works in a similar way to Direct Payments. 

Learning disabilities and Autism working on a joint plan.There is also specialist accommodation funding  from the 

government. 

Regarding the lack of Disabled Changing Facilities at Upton Country Park major work has been completed but due to 

lack of funds for above this matter will be passed to the Councillor involved but JOC said there should be funding to 

support from Government etc. 

If other places in real need of toilets please contact Peoples First Forum or PCT and we will pass requests on. 
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RE-Day Opportunities Centres reopening this covers ALL AGES both young and old awaiting Covid clarity to move 

forward. 

JOC would like the Big Plan to extend to 2024 and was asking peoples opinions today he will ask at other groups to 

get as many thoughts involved.However today this project will finish at some point as if extended new work would 

have to start in 2023 on a new plan.Points raised were that ongoing work needed to be finalised as an extension 

would not be a rolling over of current work. 

Claire Hughes and Sarah Webb from Safeguarding  fed back on the work they had done pre and post Covid with 

figures.A query was raised regarding “Missing Data” sometimes this was down to the computer and programme 

used. 

I raised a general point on Capacity how did they know from a phone call who had Capacity or not.Again the 

computer had a tick box and would not moved on until a box was ticked? 

In all my question was not fully answered as nothing was mentioned if they had access to Medical Records or if they 

kept records to refer to from any callers. 

Finally Anja Ford thanked all involved with Covid as they had done a wonderful job.There were those that were 

missed and acknowledged this in her reply.  

Fond farewell was given to Jan Thorgood who retires in June.  

                                                                                                             Meeting Closed.  

           

      

                                          

  

 

 

 


